
Ceylon and American Communalism
An Essay on Student Historiography

THE secession of the Southern States after the election of Abraham
Lincoln and the four years of civil war which followed were the great
breakdown of American society. For the only time in the history

of the United States, the constitutional system could not contain a conflict
within its structure and the spirit of American nationality could not bridge
a conflict within that society. No topic has more interested the historians
of the United States than why this failure took place. Even in this centen-
nial ycar of the outbreak of that war, rhe books still pour forth. Disagree-
ment still rages about the causes and as to whether or not, givcn the causes,
war was the inevitable outcome.

Historical interpretation docs not operate in a vacuum and to an
important degree subsequent national moods, if they have not determined
conclusions, have at least sharpened the changing lincs of inquiry. During
the years aftcr the War, the heated passions cooled only slowly, and the
historians, both of North and South of the newly reunited nation, sought
to establish the purity of their own section and place personal blame 011the
other. Thc Southern historian saw the causes of war in the assault of the
abolitionist on the social system of the South and upon the liberties of the
Southern people guaranteed by the constitutional rights of the states. The
triumphant Northern historian explained that the Southern slaveholders
had entered into evil compact to destroy the Union if they could not
succeed ill foisting chattel slavery upon it.

As the distance from the war lengthened and the emotional reconcili-
ation of the sections took place, the historians shifted from blaming indivi-
duals to expounding the thesis that the growing divergence of the sections
made the war, if not inevitable, at least the £lult of neither section. During
boom and depression years of the late 1920s and 1930s the historians sought
the economic forces that underlaid society and attributed the War to the
conflict between an agrarian South, which sat in the seats of power in the
national government, and the rising industrial North whose way it barred.

In the years after the Twentieth Century's two World Wars, the
battle-sickened historians, perhaps unconsciously seeking peace, found
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themselves unwilling to accept the irrepressibility of war. They sought
the causes for the internecine struggle in the (.ilure of the party system, the
breakdown of communication, and the £lilure of leadership. Increasingly
historians, as their researches in social and intellectual historv broaden, have
tended to describe the war as resulting from the development of two distinct
and conflicting cultures within the national boundrics of the United States.
New viewpoints and books continue to proliferate, ,1I1dto sell, to the extent
that even a field of the history of the histories of the Civil War has deve-
loped.' '

-,'

To what degree is the American a captive of his emotions and his times
when he looks at his own great Iratcrna] struggle, What would be the
views and insights of other peoples belonging to other lands and cultures
when they examine the same cvidcncc : What would be the conclusions
of an investigation by Asian students who would approach the events in
America from a vantage point of greater detachment, The ideas expressed,
and perhaps even their phrasing, would be likely to be £lirly dependent on
the available secondary sources, and a completely new synthesis would not
be probable. However, the combination of Iactors, the choice exercised,
and the values applied might well be both stimulating and revealing.

A class of students preparing for a paper in "The History of the United
States" was assigned the tutorial topic: " Was the Civil War an 'irre-
pressible' conflict," and permission was requested to make a gcneral
summary of the conclusions of the individual papers. Nineteen papers
were subsequently offcred for the summary. In the preparation of their
tutorials, the students used a Humber of special studies on the coming of the
War including works by Frederic L. Paxson, Arthur C. Cole, James G.
Randall, Avery Craven, Kenneth Starnpp, Walter G. Shotwell, a large
number of text books, and an article by Marcus Cunliffe to which most
students made rcfercncc.? The student papers were completed prior to the
classroom lectures covering the same field.

1. See parricularlv : Howard K. Ik:lk. " What Hi sror iaus H:lY<' S"id About the Causes oj"
the Civil War." Social Science Rcscanh Counci I Bulletin 54. Thenr}' (/11.1 Practi •.•· ill lii.</<H"i(,11Stlld),.
(New York, 194(', 53-102; Thomas J. Pressly, .4l11crimlls flll"(I'ret Thc!« Civit 1+',11" (Princeton, 1(154) :
M;lrClIS Cunliffe, "The Causes of the Amcr ican Ci\'i I War." Hi.wry T"day, 3 (1'63), 753-761.

2. To grc3t1y oversimplify the careful scholarship alld imagin.itivc synthesis that went into thCSL'
works, Frederic Paxson's The Ci"iIIV", (New York, 1911) and Arthur C. Cole's The Irrepressible C.,"-
.Ilier, 1HSO-IH65(New York, 1934) picture' the "';1\":lS the clash of honest IIICIl and irrcconci lablc scctioua!
differences; james G. Randall's Civi! ~Vnr (//,,1Rcroll.'tmaioll, (New York, ]937) and Avery Cra vcns
The Comillg (!( the Civil rv,/Y, (New York, 1942) and TII<' Repressible Coniiict, (University, l.a., I ()SIi)
blame the war 011 a "blundering gcner.irion "; Kenneth Srampp's And the IV"r Callie, (Baron Rouge,
La .. 19S0) :lCCCpts scccxsion as J desirable nlrcman ve to war; Marcus Cunliff"s article on ., The Causrs
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The students ill their papers were not given to all acceptance of unitary
causation or deterministic interpretations. They showed little interest ill
an explanation of the War as a class struggle between a slave and a free labor
system, between slavocracy and capitalism, or a step on the eventual path
toward world revolution. There W;lS no tendency to expound on the
wrongness of slavery or racial inequality. At the same time they rejected,
sometimes specifically but usually by disinterest, an ideological or constitu-
tional argument as the basis of conflict. Constitutional propositions such
as "states rights," they felt, were primarily the rationalizations of a conflict
of interests and arose after, not anterior to this conflict. As one papn
explained it, the sectional dispute fmally became a constitutional issue once
all the forces at work brought the conflict to the fore. Men are not moved
by ideology, the feeling seemed to be, but events move them toward
ideology.

Two thirds of the papers maintained that the Civil War was not irre-
pressible, and among those which took the position of incvitabliry, it was
tor human rather than, for the most part, deterministic reasons. A few did
take the latter stand, maintain.ing that the sections had grown too far ap;:lft,
with divergent economic and cultural interests which made them mutually
self-contained and irreconcilable units.

All of the papers saw the development of a strong communal feeling
within the South, based upon a common agricultural mode which, like the
social system, rested upon Negro slavery. Only an occasional caution was
added that this sense of community cloaked many divergent interests within
the section. As to whether a growingly communal South was faced in
conflict with an equally homogeneous and unified North, there was not
agreement. A number of papers tended to find an easy equation of the
North with industrialism and wage labor, while a few sought with more
studied examination the grounds of a sectional consciousness and unity.
Some of these saw the conflict as one between a Southern fragment and the
idea and needs of the whole, as a clash between Southern and American
nationalism. One paper perceptively offered the conclusion that what
unified the North was a sentiment for the Union.

Sectional differences, however the nature of the sections was to be
explained, were presented as the basic conflict, and slavery was the under-
COllld.F'l/1I P"e" 41.
of the Auieric.m Civ il W,lr" in Hi:,fory '/"ndtl)' • .3 (1():=)J), 7}J-7()j, C()llcilldL'~ th.ir "The war, when it
came. w.is about Ncuro S"'VCI'Y." whi lr \V:dr,'1'C. Shotwell's The C;I'i/ (·F,ll';11 .:1I1I£'r;(", (London, 192~).
fecI ..•rhar rile rl'spoll~ibility ((ll: l'\lIlAin ~h()lIld be placed UpOIl the rcckl..''is politician- of the Stlllth.
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lying circumstance which had done till' most to create the sentiment and
organization of difference. It was also slavery which made the reconcili-
ation of the difference more difficult. Conflict over slavery, one paper
explained, not the Civil War was the" irrepressible" conflict. Was war
then, the necessary outcome of such a conflict? It was on this point that
the papers offered the greatest unity of outlook. Differences, particularly
between industrial and agricultural regions, need not be settled by clash of
arms. Such sectional dissimilarities, it was suggested, arc often a source
of national strength, complimentary rather than antagonistic. "Sectional
differencies arise in most countries," 011epaper explained, "and they arc
not of such a nature so as to be irrepressible or unsettlcablc."

Why then, did war come? Why was it not prevented? The bulk
of the papcrs inclined toward placing the blame on a "blundering gene-
ration" which let itself fall victim to circumstance and chance, heightened
feelings and growing tension, inadequate institutions, and a failure of leader-
ship. They noted that as the sectional feeling grew more intense, the
leadership became increasingly sectional in its outlook, and over a third of
the papers commented on the lack of a more statesman-like national leader-
ship. The theme of institutional £lilurc was frequently touched upon. Its
use, to judge from the repetition of phrases, was primarily derived Irorn
Marcus Cunliffe's article and it was not well handled in the papers. They
picked up the phrase " political illefficiency " with which Cunliffe describes
the decentralized American party structure-in an unspoken comparison
with the disciplined political parties of Great Britain-but they evidenced
little interest in describing how either system might have operated or failed
to operate to create national unity.

Rising antagonism between the sections was singled out as the primary
culprit, with the mounting attack on the slave system in the South creating
an unreasoning defensive solidarity that was the primary communal bond of
that section. Defensiveness was described as the fuel of a sense of distinctive-
ness. As the channels of communication between the sections became
clogged by emotion, a growing fanaticism, which the papers considered
to be the dominant force, was operating to bring on the armed clash. "War
came," one paper summed it up, "because the sections £lilcd to understand
each other."

I
••

Through what paths did the American people come to actual warfare ?
Here again, as on other topics dealing with a detailed examination of process,
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CEYLON AND AMERICAN COMMUNALISM "the papers were often vague when dealing with the mechanics of political
life. Although most papers mentioned the conflict over westward ex-
pansion, only a minority saw the mounting tension, of which all wrote, as
a result of a growing series of irritations and issues, compromises and new
clashes. Given the general agreement that tension between groups and
sections can turn those disputants into emotionally tightly-knit commu-
nities and thereby bring about even otherwise repressible wars, how then
might the war have been prevented? Although the students did not
accept the thesis of their most frequently used source, Marcus Cunliffe, that
the war itself was about Negro slavery, slavery did seem to lie at the root
of the difiercnccs. How might its problcmsomc existence have been com-
promised or handled? While not considering such specifics, the papers
reached out for thc hope that slavery was a declining institution. They
sought evidence for its increasing weakness in its abandonment abroad and
the possibility that it had reached its natural limits at home. There was
a strong tendency to seize upon the somewhat questionable contention that
the absence of slaves in the disputed state of Kansas indicated that slavery
could no longer expand. None of the papers sought to project ahead,
however, and test the "necessity" of slavery against the knowledge that
the South has lived successfully without it since the War. Yet if the papers
tended to avoid pursuing the actual paths of sectional, and even communal,
reconciliation, yet their dominant judgement was that such a reconciliation
could have been achieved by men of good will.' As one paper phrased it,
after recounting the mounting tensions which finally errupted into armed
conflict, "yet there is nothing that cannot be solved by compromise and
concession." Probably most of the papers would have agreed with the
comment of one that war is a "very (Tude means of settling problems."

The Colombo Townscape : Some aspects C!!'
its klorphaloBY'

., ;\111/1 0lgt71lises the site IJreJlilJ'cd "y nature as to ("/lablc
her to saris)}' his Heeds aiu! desires."

P. Vidal de 10 Blacl«,

I-Elements of its Structure

DA VID CHALMERS

rrHE morphology of Colombo, despite its extensive spread. during
the last eighty years, clearly reflects the influence of the physical
features of its site (Fig. I). The highest surfaces of the site at Elie

House (north-west) and at Maligakanda (east) arc occupied by the water
reservoirs. The surfaces above forty feet arc either occupied by the public
buildings of the Supreme Court, All Saints Church (Hulftsdorf), the Muni-
cipal courts, waterworks, laboratories at Maligakanda or reserved for
recreational uses. The harbour to the north, the lake to the south prevent
the extension of the multifunctional core area of the Fort. The Kelani
Ganga and its flood plain towards the north-east, together with the swamps
and marshes (below four feet) arc real obstacles to urban extension. S0111e
of these open spaces and grassland tracts form miniature intra-urban green
belts of parks and playgrounds. The lake premises arc primarily a com-
mercial annexo to the port. Some of its reclaimed surfaces, however, are
also used for recreational grounds and public buildings. (Fig. I).

3. In their later tutor ials (HI rhc po~r\\'.lr rl.'t:()!l'itrll~:ril)l) arrcmprs, srudcnr opinion, ahuost without
exception, hailed the approach taken by Presidents Abrah.un Lincoln .\11.1 Andrew Johnson. While
if would not have brought solutions to HUIlY of the problems, they admitted. it sought to achieve the
reconciliation of rhe sections which rhe students considered prerequisin- condition f(w the scrtlcmcnr tlf
these problems.

The site is H,711 acres, but the built-up area is about 5,700 acres (Fig. I).
Most of this surface is between ten and forty feet, On this surface physical
[1ctorS exercise little control over buildillg development. The built-up
area has spread out from the core along the arteries of Aluthmawatte-Galk
Roads in a north-south direction, and Prince of Walcs-Panchikawartc-
Maradana Roads in north-cast and south-cast directions. The built-up
area is elongated as the physical obstacles of its site have prevented con-
centric development,

The road pattern was the skeletal framework, the most permanent
feature of the townscapc, in relation to which building development has
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